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Emerging Markets Debt Strategy
Investment Philosophy1
We believe emerging market countries exhibit attributes that have the potential to
deliver attractive long-term returns, particularly as local currency and corporate
debt markets develop further. These attributes include:
 A growth evolution from export-driven to consumer-driven economies
 Improving credit metrics
 Under-representation in investor portfolios
The team believes long-term outperformance can be achieved through
investment discipline; utilizing a value and event-driven approach based on indepth fundamental country and security analysis within a risk-controlled
investment process.

Strategy Inception:
March 2007

Benchmark:
JP Morgan EMBI Global Index

Investment Process2
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 Manage credit, interest rate,
currency and liquidity risk
 Utilize diverse sources of
alpha
 Expected Value Analysis
(EVA) framework is used to
set price targets and triggers
reviews
 Diversification guidelines and
multi-dimensional risk
management process govern
the portfolio’s construction

Strategy Highlights

Composite Performance*
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Portfolio
Construction & Risk
Management

3 Years

5 Years

7 Years

Emerging Markets Debt Composite — Gross
Emerging Markets Debt Composite — Net
JPMorgan EMBI Global Index

Since
Inception

Experienced Team of Investment
Professionals
 Portfolio management team has an average of 28
years experience
 Long-term experience in emerging markets investing
coupled with multi-cultural and credit research
background

A Blended Approach to the Emerging
Markets Debt Asset Class
 Dynamically allocates across hard currency
sovereign, local currency sovereign and corporate
debt
 Seeks to deliver consistent performance through
varied economic and market environments with low
turnover

Repeatable Investment Process

Calendar Year Returns (%)

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

Emerging Markets Debt Composite — Gross3

6.05

-6.42

20.56

7.76

16.82

Emerging Markets Debt Composite — Net3

5.41

-6.98

19.85

7.09

16.12

JPMorgan EMBI Global Index

5.53

-6.58

18.53

8.46

12.06

 Combines top-down and bottom-up research
 Strong emphasis on multi-dimensional risk
management process

Investment Team
*Past performance is not indicative of future results. Performance shown is the Manulife Asset
Management (US) Emerging Markets Debt Composite as of June 30, 2015 in USD. Returns greater
than one year are annualized. Please see the disclosure on page 2 for further detail on the indices.
Composite Inception date, March 2007
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Portfolio Characteristics4

Sector Allocation (%)4

Emerging
Markets Debt
Strategy

JP Morgan
EMBI Global
Index

Average Rating

BA1

BA1

Average Coupon (%)

6.37

6.12

Average Life (Years)
Yield to Maturity (%)
Effective Duration (Years)

Top Ten Issuers (%)4

14.85
6.60
7.91

11.22

Hard Currency Sovereign

25.88

69.77

Hard Currency Quasi-Sovereign

30.47

30.23

4.04

0.00

35.65

0.00

3.97

0.00

Local Currency Sovereign

6.09

Corporate

7.02

Cash & Other

Emerging Markets
Debt Strategy

Regional Allocation (%)4

Emerging
Markets Debt
Strategy

JP Morgan
EMBI Global
Index

Republic of Indonesia

8.49

United Mexican States

7.26

Latin America

59.03

39.82

Republic of Turkey

6.68

Europe

16.62

26.28

Petroleo Brasileiro SA

3.76

Argentine Republic

3.43

0.39

3.71

Federative Republic of Brazil

3.33

Middle East
Africa

2.47

6.07

14.25

24.12

Republic of Colombia

2.99

Asia

Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela

2.85

Developed Markets

3.27

0.00

Hungary

2.46

Russian Federation

2.17

Cash & Other

3.97

0.00

Total

43.42

Manulife Asset Management (US) (the Firm) comprises Manulife Asset Management (US) LLC
and Manulife Asset Management (North America) Limited both wholly-owned subsidiaries of
Manulife Financial Corporation, each registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission as
an investment advisor, and Manulife Asset Management Trust Company LLC a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Manulife Asset Management (US) LLC. Manulife Asset Management (US) also does
business as John Hancock Asset Management and as Sovereign Asset Management a division of
Manulife Asset Management (US).
The Emerging Markets Debt strategy seeks to outperform its benchmark by investing primarily in
non-investment grade fixed income securities issued outside of the United States, including
securities issued by sovereign entities and companies in emerging markets.
JPMorgan EMBI Global Index is a uniquely weighted index that tracks total returns for US dollardenominated debt instruments issued by emerging market sovereign and quasi-sovereign entities,
including Brady bonds, loans and Eurobonds. It is not possible to invest directly in an index.
This information has been provided by the Firm. All material is compiled from sources believed to
be reliable and current, but accuracy can not be guaranteed. This is not to be construed as an offer
to buy or sell any financial instrument.
Any forecasts provided herein are based upon our opinion of the market as at this date and are
subject to change, dependent on future changes in the market. Any prediction, projection or
forecast on the economy, stock market, bond market or the economic trends of the markets is not
necessarily indicative of the future or likely performance. Although the information herein has been
obtained from sources believed to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy, completeness or
fairness. Opinions and estimates involve a number of assumptions that may not prove valid and
may be changed without notice. Performance comparisons may not take into account any
transaction costs, commissions or personal taxes.
References to securities, transactions or holdings should not be considered a recommendation to
purchase or sell a particular security and there is no assurance that, as of the date of publication,
the securities remain in the portfolio. Additionally, it is noted that the securities or transactions
referenced do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold or recommended during the
period referenced and there is no guarantee as to the future profitability of the securities identified
and discussed herein.
For prospective clients in the US: This piece is for professional investor use only.
For prospective clients in Canada: This piece is for professional investor and adviser use only.
For prospective clients in the United Kingdom: This document is a “non-retail communication”
within the meaning of the FCA’s Rules and is directed only at persons satisfying the FCA’s client
categorisation criteria for an eligible counterparty or a professional client. This document is not
intended for and should not be communicated to or relied upon by a retail client.
For prospective clients in Hong Kong: This piece is for Professional Investors use only and as
such, is not approved under the Securities and Futures Ordinance (SFO) or the Companies
Ordinance and shall not be distributed to non-Professional Investors in Hong Kong.
For the information of investors from other jurisdictions: Availability of the services described
herein may be limited by applicable law in certain jurisdictions and none of this document and any
related materials may be distributed or published in any jurisdiction, except under circumstances
that will result in compliance with applicable laws and regulations. Further limitations on the
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availability of the advisory services described herein may be imposed.
1 The material contains information regarding the investment approach described herein and is not
a complete description of the investment objectives, risks, policies, guidelines or portfolio
management and research that supports this investment approach. Any decision to engage
Manulife Asset Management should be based upon a review of the terms of the prospectus,
offering documents or investment management agreement, as applicable, and the specific
investment objectives, policies and guidelines that apply under the terms of such agreement.
There is no guarantee investment objectives will be met. The investment process may change over
time. The characteristics set forth above are intended as a general illustration of some of the
criteria the strategy team considers in selecting securities for client portfolios. Client portfolios are
managed according to mutually agreed upon investment guidelines.
2 No investment strategy or risk management techniques can guarantee returns or eliminate risk in
any market environment.
3 Gross performance results do not reflect the deduction of investment management fees, and are
net of commissions and foreign withholding tax. Net performance results reflect the application of
the highest incremental rate of the standard investment advisory fee schedule to gross
performance results. Actual fees may vary depending on, among other things, the applicable fee
schedule and portfolio size. Advisory fees are available upon request and may be found in Part 2A
of the Firm’s Form ADV.
4 Portfolio characteristics — Holdings, sector weightings, market capitalization and portfolio
characteristics are subject to change at any time and are based on a representative portfolio.
Holdings, sector weightings, market capitalization and portfolio characteristics of individual client
portfolios in the program may differ, sometimes significantly, from those shown. This information
does not constitute, and should not be construed as, investment advice or recommendations with
respect to the securities and sectors listed.
Manulife Asset Management (US) claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance
Standards (GIPS®). To receive a complete list and description of Manulife Asset Management
(US) composites and/or a presentation that adheres to the GIPS standards, contact Institutional
Sales at 1-888-332-7132, or visit us at www.manulifeam.com.
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